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Harmonious, dynamic and versatile, the seating from the ESSE family all features a 
padded shell and a comfortable, linear design.

The inspiration behind the design is the letter “S”, tasked with portraying softness 
and sinuosity with an ironic twist. Running with this idea of continuity, Philippe 
Tabet has designed a series of seating with a warm, feminine character, at once 
simple and versatile, a lovely addition to any room of the home. The ESSE family 
comprises a chair and two armchairs, one with a fully upholstered base and one 
with solid ash legs, available in the 20 lacquered colours from the collection or 
open-pore, wood or metal finishes.

With their comfortable, wraparound design, they are suitable for everyday life 
and make excellent companions for activities at different times of the day, from 
studying to working or chilling out.

Adding to and completing the series - created based on the same inspirational 
blueprint - we now have the ESSE LOUNGE, too: an armchair with an even softer and 
more enveloping backrest. The moulded seat - like the base - can be upholstered 
in fabric, leather or imitation leather, choosing any option from the PIANCA range. 
The version on legs, on the other hand, can be made from solid black walnut or ash. 
The ample, inviting shape of the seat gives the armchair a welcoming, protective 
feel. Compared to its “sisters”, ESSE LOUNGE is more generous in its proportions, 
denoting a casual nature more geared towards offering a relaxing, restful break.

ESSE LOUNGE Chairs and armchairs  design Philippe Tabet 

ESSE LOUNGE
con gambe
L 72 | H 84 | P 77 cm

ESSE LOUNGE
con base 
L 72 | H 84 | P 77 cm
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LEGS made of walnut for the walnut finish or stained ash finish for the burnt oak, 
natural oak and grey oak finishes, or lacquered in the metallic finishes.
BASE and SEAT made by a mold  upholstered and covered with the fabrics, the 
leathers and the eco leathers of Pianca Collection.

STRUCTURE AND FINISHES

ESSE LOUNGE
with base 
W 72 | H 84 | D 77 cm

ESSE LOUNGE
with legs
W 72 | H 84 | D 77 cm
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